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SUMMARY 
The subject of this research is the experimental investigation 
of steady state attachroent of compressible jets to an adjacent offset 
inclined wall for jet Reynolds numbers well below those of previous 
research in the subject. The Reynolds numbers for this investigation 
were defined at the nozzle exit. Experiments were conducted for fixed 
values of Mach number and Knudsen number which was defined as the 
ratio of molecular mean free path at the jet nozzle exit to the nozzle 
exit width. The Knudsen number is proportional to the ratio of Mach 
number to Reynolds number. Previous compressible jet investigations 
have been limited to Knudsen numbers below 10" corresponding to 
Reynolds numbers above 10 . The limits of this investigation are: 
10~4 < K < 4 x 10"3 n 
0.5 < M < 2.71 
150 < R < 5 x 104 e 
A flow model one inch thick with 0,20 inch wide nozzle exit and 
an adjacent wall offset 0,30 inches from the nozzle lip and inclined 
at 10° to the nozzle centerline was constructed for the experiments, 
Sixteen flow conditions were investigated by providing rarefied flow 
of air through the model with a high displacement vacuum pump. 
Adjacent wall static pressure measurements confirm that jet 
attachment occurred throughout the flow range. Attachment distance 
xi 
along the wall was shown to be independent of Reynolds numbers for 
large values of Reynolds number and to have a maximum value in the 
lower Reynolds number range with other conditions fixed, 
Unattached jet velocity profiles and centerline velocity 
variations were obtained with the adjacent wall removed from the 
model. A correlation between centerline velocities and distance 
along the jet centerline was empirically developed, A standard 
Gaussian correlation between jet mixing zone velocity and position 
exhibited fairly good agreement with experiment with some scatter of 
the data. 
A very simple empirical correlation between unattached jet core 
length and attachment distance along the adjacent wall was developed 
and showed good agreement with experiment in this study although the 
variation of the correlation with changes in wall geometry was not 
determined, 
Comparison of a semi-empirical method of establishing attach-
ment distance that was developed in an earlier study was found to be 
unsuitable without modification for the range of flow in this investi-
gation. 
A simplified jet attachment model was proposed for estimating 
attachment distance. The model was found to agree well with experi-
ments for both compressible and incompressible flow and a variety of 
wall geometries. In addition* computation procedures were found to be 
relatively simple. 
NOMENCLATURE 
A turbulent eddy viscosity 
a speed of sound 
B velocity profile coefficient (equation 149 Chapter I I ) 
C cons tan t p r e s s u r e s p e c i f i c hea t 
d depth of the nozz le (nozzle aspec t r a t i o = d/w) 
e base of n a t u r a l l oga r i thms 
f, momentum funct ion (equat ion 16) 
f2 mass funct ion (equat ion 17) 
g(MQ) a t tachment bubble leakage parameter 
h j e t p o t e n t i a l core ha l f -wid th 
I Q i n i t i a l forward j e t momentum f lux 
I , forward j e t momentum f lux e x t e r n a l to d i s c r i m i n a t i o n s t r e a m l i n e 
I2 reversed j e t momentum f lux of f l u i d r e tu rned to at tachment 
bubble 




K. Olson's empirical control volume location constant 
K2 Olson's empirical pressure force coefficient at attachment 
Kn Knudsen number 
L distance from nozzle exit plane along attachment wall 
£ 
M Mach number 
m centerline velocity decay constant 
I u / 0 4- Q 
setback geometry dimension 1 I « '^Jmmmmmmm^ 
1 tan 9 
P a b s o l u t e p r e s s u r e 
r r a d i u s of c u r v e d j e t c e n t e r l i n e 
R gas c o n s t a n t 
Re Reyno lds number 
5 se tback of a t tachment wa l l 
T abso lu t e temperature 
U v e l o c i t y r a t i o 
u v e l o c i t y in the j e t c e n t e r l i n e d i r e c t i o n 
w nozzle width 
x d i s t a n c e a long j e t c e n t e r l i n e 
x c j e t core l eng th 
y d i s t a n c e pe rpend icu la r to j e t c e n t e r l i n e 
a angle measured from nozzle e x i t plane 
Y r a t i o of s p e c i f i c h e a t s 
A d i s t ance pe rpend icu la r from j e t c e n t e r l i n e to at tachment wal l 
6 d i s t a n c e pe rpend i cu l a r from j e t c e n t e r l i n e to d i s c r i m i n a t i n g 
s t r eaml ine 
8 angle between at tachment wall and nozz le c e n t e r l i n e 
X mean f ree path of gas molecules 
£ d i sp laced y coord ina te wi th in the mixing zone (see Figure 8) 
p mass d e n s i t y 
v c o e f f i c i e n t of v i s c o s i t y 
S u b s c r i p t s 
c denotes c o n d i t i o n s on the j e t c e n t e r l i n e 
e denotes ambient c o n d i t i o n s of f l u id r e s e r v o i r 
x iv 
i denotes c o n d i t i o n s wi th in the s e p a r a t i o n bubble 
0 denotes c o n d i t i o n s a t nozz le e x i t 
R denotes c o n d i t i o n s a t a t tachment po in t 
s deno t e s s t a g n a t i o n cond i t ions on d i s c r i m i n a t i n g s t r eaml ine 
t denotes s t a g n a t i o n cond i t i ons 
w denotes c o n d i t i o n s on the at tachment wa l l 
* denotes cond i t i ons where u = 0„5u c 
T denotes f u l l y t u r b u l e n t j e t cond i t ions ( l a rge Re) 
Superscripts 
denotes conditions along a l ine perpendicular to j e t centerl ine 
and passing through point on attachment wall where P = Pe 





The Coanda Effect is the name given to the phenomenon of a sub-
merged fluid jet attaching to a solid wall which is adjacent to the jet, 
It is named after Henri Coanda, a Rumanian engineer, who utilized the 
phenomenon in numerous inventions (1). 
The Coanda Effect is a consequence of the natural entrainment of 
surrounding fluid by a submerged jet. Figure 1 is a sketch of a two-
dimensional jet submerged in a non-moving reservoir of the same fluid 
and an adjacent wall. As the jet progresses through the reservoir it 
spreads by.entraining the surrounding fluid which is swept along in the 
downstream direction. Prior to attachment the surrounding fluid will 
flow into the void left by the entrained fluid that is swept away. The 
free side of the jet which is opposite the wall side exists with no 
restriction of the replacement flow from the surroundings, but replace-
ment flow on the wall side is restricted by the presence of the wall. 
This replacement flow restriction and continuing entrainment of fluid 
by the jet will result in a lowering of the pressure between the jet 
and the wall. The absence of replacement flow restrictions on the free 
side permits the pressure on that side to remain essentially equal to 
ambient pressure. Thus the pressure difference across the jet deflects 
it toward the wall. As the jet moves closer to the wall, the restrie-
Jet Flow 
f f f 
Figure 1. Submerged Jet Adjacent to Wall 
Figure 2. Submerged Jet Attached to Wall 
3 
tion of the replacement fluid flow next to the wall is increased, and 
the pressure between the jet and wall is further reduced. Eventually 
the jet will contact the wall and enclose a region between the jet and 
wall that is called the attachment bubble. Fluid will be constantly 
entrained from the bubble region by the jet and returned at a position 
upstream from the attachment point. In this way a lower bubble pres-
sure than ambient is maintained. Eventually the change in radial 
momentum flux, due to the jet curvature will just balance the pressure 
force across : the : jet, and a stable steady state attachment of the jet 
to the wall at some point on the wall is achieved as illustrated in 
Figure 2, In this manner a fluid jet will spontaneously attach to an 
adjacent wall (2). 
The primary motivation of this investigation is the use of the 
Coanda Effect as the operating principle of the bistable fluidic 
amplifier.. Figure 3 is a simple sketch of this device with the im-
portant parts labled. Jet attachment to either wall of the amplifier 
is determined by the control jets. The geometry of the sketched 
device is typical of bistable amplifiers with the attachment walls 
offset from the nozzle lip and inclined to the nozzle centerline. 
This bistable fluidic amplifier geometry and previously established 
amplifier design parameters were influencing factors in the flow 
model design and the data accumulation. 
Three of the most important parameters of attaching jets are 
the location of the attachment point on the attachment wall, the 
static pressure variation along the wall, and the description of the 
jets upstream of attachment. Bourque and Newman (3) have developed an 
Attachment Wall 
Control Jet Nozzles Splitter 
Diffuser Leg 
Power Jet Nozzle 
Figure 3. Bistable Wall Attachment Fluid Amplifier Sketch 
5 
analytical method of predicting the attachment point of a two-dimensional 
incompressible jet on an adjacent wall, and more recently Bourque (4) 
presented an improved analysis* Both of these analytical investigations 
have exhibited good agreement with experimental data. Perry (5) and 
McRee and Moses (6) have verified that the analytical model of Bourque 
and Newman is.suitable for the design of bistable amplifiers with in-
compressible power jets. Numerous investigations of compressible jet 
attachment have been conducted including the behavior of overexpanded^ 
underexpanded,, and fully expanded supersonic jets, Olson, et _alf (7, 8t 
9S 108 llt 12) have conducted extensive investigations dealing with the 
description of submerged compressible jets and the determination of 
attachment points for various wall geometries. He has presented a semi-
empirical analytical determination of compressible jet attachment (10) 
that has been shown to agree well with experiments for highly turbulent 
jets. A method of examining this analysis to determine its suitability 
for use in describing the range of flow in this investigation is 
presented in the next chapter, 
Past research in fluidics has provided valuable qualitative 
knowledge of attachment wall geometry effects on attachment as well as 
the effects of flow parameters such as the Mach number and Reynolds 
number which is usually based on the nozzle exit conditions* Small (13) 
has indicated that a definite value of Reynolds number exists for in-
compressible flow below which attachment will not occur for a given 
fluid amplifier geometry. Comparing Jenkins, and Moore (14), however9 
have reported incompressible jet attachment at Reynolds numbers much 
lower than the limit of 1500 suggested by Small, This inconsistency is 
6 
very important when viewed from the standpoint of fluidic device per-
formance, Small devices which correspondingly operate at low Reynolds 
numbers have higher switching frequencies and lower gas consumption 
than large ones and therefore perform better in fluidic logic circuits* 
For this reason the present trend is to miniaturize fluidic devices, 
Two major problems make miniaturization difficult. The reliable 
manufacture of flow passages smaller than 0.004 inches in width has 
not yet been achieved^ and no previous investigation has been conducted 
to describe the attachment of very small or low density compressible 
submerged jets. The subject of this investigation may be considered to 
be an examination of models of very small compressible jets attaching 
to an adjacent wall with a wall geometry typical of fluidic devices. 
The range of jet flow that was examined in this study is pre-
sented in Figure 4 where the range of flow examined by previous 
investigations is also denoted for comparison purposes. The previous 
investigators examined a wide variety of wall geometries for reasonably 
restricted flow rangess and this study differs from previous ones in 
that only one wall geometry was used with a wide variety of jet flow 
conditions. Equipment limitations are responsible for the flow range 
boundaries for this investigation in Figure 4. 
Definition of Problem 
The subject of this investigation is the study of the Coanda 
Effect for compressible low Reynolds number jets. Experiments were 
designed utilizing the Knudsen number and Mach number as variables, 




Reynolds Number, R 
Figure 4* Flow Ranges Investigated 
8 
to the ratio of the mean free*path of the gas molecules to some signif-
icant physical dimension of the flow. In this investigation the 
nozzle exit width is taken as that dimension. Therefore: 
K - A (1) 
n w 
Dry air is the compressible fluid used, and only steady state attach-
ment is studied. 
A well known relation from the kinetic theory of gases is that 
the product of density and mean free path are constant for a given gas 
(15) or: 
pA • constant (2) 
This relation and the perfect gas equation of state 
L = RT (3) 
P 
can be used to eliminate A from (1) to obtain: 
K = %L (constant) (4) 
n Pw ' v ' 
The constant for air was determined from experimental evidence 
(15) to be approximately 1,58 x 10 <=«£. . From equation (4) the 
f %/. 
Knudsen number of a typical small fluid amplifier with 0,020 inch 




The Knudsen number range for this study was chosen to be 
9 
10"4 < K < 4 x 10"3 — n — 
This range of Knudsen numbers falls within the continuum flow regime 
of gases and borders on the slip flow regime (16), Continuum gas dynam-
ics theory is considered valid for this study as well as relations from 
molecular gas dynamics. 
One of the classical results of the kinetic theory of gases (16) 
relates the Knudsen number, Mach number (M) , and Reynolds number (Re) . 
The relation is as follows: 
*n " */T G h <5> 
Where y is the ratio of specific heats of the gas. The relation applies 
for flow in the continuum regime with the Knudsen number and Reynolds 
number based on the same significant flow dimension. The Mach number 
range of the jets that was investigated is 
0.5 <_ M <_ 2.71 
which i s broad enough to cover the range of Mach numbers of p rev ious ly 
s t ud i ed compress ib le j e t a t t achment . There fo re , the range of Reynolds 
numbers i n v e s t i g a t e d i s by equat ion (5) approximate ly : 
150 < Re < 5 x 10
4 
Specific values of jet Mach numbers that are investigated are 0.5, 
0.8, 1.94, and 2.71 because simple nozzles were easily designed for 
these values. To limit the number of types of flow, only fully expanded 
supersonic jets were considered. Specific Knudsen number values in-
vestigated are 10"*, 5 x 10"*9 10"
3
8 and 4 x 10"
3» 
A relatively large, single wall attachment model shown in Figure 
5 was constructed for this investigation in order to reduce flow 
measurement problems associated with small models. The model consists 
of a geometry which is typical of setback and wall angle of previous 
investigations. Desired flow conditions are achieved with a high 
displacement vacuum pump, 
Analysis of the ability to model small fluid jet attachment with 
-A 
rarefied power jets in the Knudsen number range above 10 , with a 
scaled up model is presented in Appendix A. 
Objectives 
—«nm*a»m»—M Bill lill — 
The primary objective of this study was to experimentally 
investigate attachment of compressible jets to an adjacent wall for a 
range of Reynolds numbers much smaller than the range of previous inves-
tigations, To properly evaluate the desired range of flow it was 
necessary to develop an understanding of the flow field and compare 
the results of this study with previous investigations. The analytical 
method of compressible jet attachment location on an adjacent wall 
developed by R. E. Olson (10) has shown close agreement with experi-
mental results of Reference (10) and was chosen for comparison purposes 
in this investigation. Olson's analytical development is presented 
in Chapter II. 
The experiments were designed for the purpose of establishing 
whether jets at large Knudsen numbers actually attach to the wall 
and of obtaining values of experimental attachment parameters that 
Wall length is 24 inches 
Fipure 5. Single Wall Model Geometry 
(•-> 
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were easily compared with results of other investigations. The attach-
ment parameters that were investigated are wall static pressure and 
attachment distance along the adjacent wall. In additions an attempt 
was made to obtain a description of the flow field near the wall* In 
order to achieve a reasonably thorough qualitative examination of the 
range of flow with a reasonable expenditure of effort only one adjacent 
wall geometry was used in the study. 
13 
CHAPTER I I 
ANALYSIS OF ATTACHMENT POINT 
Pre l imina ry Free J e t Desc r ip t ion 
Olson 1s compress ible j e t a t tachment a n a l y s i s (10) i s based on 
the knowledge of the c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of a f r ee j e t of f l u i d i s s u i n g from 
a nozz le i n t o a r e s e r v o i r of the same f l u i d wi th no boundary r e s t r i c t i o n s * 
A ske tch of a two-dimensional f ree j e t i n F igure 6 i l l u s t r a t e s the 
assumed geometry and c e n t e r l i n e v e l o c i t y of the unat tached two-dimen-
s i o n a l j e t . For purposes of a n a l y s i s the v e l o c i t y p r o f i l e a t the 
nozz le e x i t i s assumed uniform, A p o t e n t i a l core region of l eng th x£ 
e x i s t s in which the v e l o c i t y remains equal to the nozz le e x i t ve loc i ty* 
The core region width i s assumed to decrease l i n e a r l y wi th d i s t a n c e 
along the j e t c e n t e r l i n e from the nozz le e x i t width to xc« At d i s t a n c e s 
along the j e t c e n t e r l i n e g r e a t e r than x c the c e n t e r l i n e v e l o c i t y i s 
assumed to decay in a manner t h a t i s determined in Appendix C, Within 
the core region the flow i s assumed i n v i s c i d . 
On each s i d e of the core and downstream of x c mixing reg ions 
e x i s t where sur rounding f l u i d i s e n t r a i n e d and swept away caus ing the 
j e t to spread downstream* The v e l o c i t y p r o f i l e s i n the mixing region 
may be cons idered to approximate a Gaussian d i s t r i b u t i o n funct ion (8)» 
The j e t sp read ing i s desc r ibed by the locus of p o s i t i o n s a t which the 
j e t v e l o c i t y i s one-ha l f the j e t c e n t e r l i n e v e l o c i t y . 
In the a t tachment a n a l y s i s Olson assumes t h a t the d e s c r i p t i o n 
14 
(Core Region) Developed Region 
Figure 6. Sketch of Free Jet and Centerline Velocity 
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of the free jet closely approximates the description of the attaching 
jet. This assumption has been proven essentially correct in previous 
studies in the case of the velocity profile although spreading rates 
for the attaching supersonic jets are somewhat larger than for free 
supersonic jets (7). 
. Olsonlsi Attachment .Model 
Figure.7 is a sketch of Olson1s attachment model* The model 
consists of a nozzle to supply the jet and a straight wall inclined at 
some angle away from the nozzle centerline and offset from the nozzle 
exit wall. Pertinent dimensions and nomenclature are included on the 
sketch. The separation or discriminating streamline is the locus of 
stations within the jet that divides the flow that proceeds downstream 
subsequent to attachment from the flow that recirculates into the 
attachment bubble under steady state conditions* The attachment point 
is the intersection of the discriminating streamline and the wall. 
The attachment point location analysis is based on four principal 
assumptions. The forward jet momentum in the downstream jet centerline 
direction remains constant upstream of the attachment point. The jet 
upstream of the attachment point may be treated as a free submerged jet 
at the same pressure as the surroundings excluding the attachment 
bubble. The pressure within the attachment bubble is constant and 
the jet centerline is approximately a circular arc between the nozzle 
exit and the attachment point* The radius of the jet centerline arc 
is large in comparison with the width of the jet* 





Figure 7. Attachment Model 
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i s found in Reference (10)* The p e r t i n e n t r e s u l t s and the under ly ing 
p r i n c i p a l s a re cons idered here* 
From the assumptions l i s t e d above and the approximate equat ion 
of motion of the j e t and p e r f e c t gas r e l a t i o n s , the j e t r ad iu s of 
curva ture non-dimens ional ized wi th r e spec t to the nozzle width may be 
expressed a s : 
Y M 2 1 o 
™ — r i _ i i . . p . 
(6) 
Therefore the rad ius of j e t curva ture i s e s s e n t i a l l y a funct ion of 
i n i t i a l j e t Mach number and the average p re s su re w i th in the s e p a r a t i o n 
bubble . Reference to Figure 7 w i l l y i e ld the fo l lowing geometric 
r e l a t i o n s in non-dimensional forms 
A = £ - / ( - cose) 
W W V |W I 
X - [ i + i + L sine 
2 w w 
(7) 
w w (8) 
whe re 
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(9) 
I f the p o s i t i o n of the s e p a r a t i o n s t r eaml ine i s determined from free 
j e t c o n s i d e r a t i o n s , the p o s i t i o n of the j e t c e n t e r l i n e for j e t 
a t tachment can be determined from the c r i t e r i o n t ha t 




at attachment* According to Olson the attachment point is determined 
by t r ia l and error. Equations (6) t ( 7 ) , ( 8 ) 9 (9)8 and (10) are solved 
simultaneously using an assumed value of P^/Pg in equation (6) and free 
o x 
jet data to determine — in terms of .—• Once the attachment position is 
w w 
determined for the assumed value of Pj/Pp the attachment bubble geometry 
is determined,, and the value of P./P- can be checked by a semi-empirical 
examination of the momentum in the direction of the jet centerline with-
in the attachment bubble* The momentum analysis consists of dividing 
the separation bubble into two regions as shown in Figure 7. The value 
of a" in this sketch is determined from experimental measurements of 
the static wall pressure within the bubble* It is the angle for which 
the dividing radial line intersects the wall where the static wall 
pressure equals the ambient pressure (Pe)* The pressure along this 
straight line is assumed constant in this .analysis9 and the coefficient 
K| is defined as the ratio of the value of L" to the value of Lg at 
attachment* Reference to Figure 7 shows that x1* is the jet centerline 
position intersected by the radial line that divides the bubble, 
Another coefficient K~ is defined as the fraction of the maximum 
pressure force in the attachment bubble that is effective in reversing 
the flow in the jet direction back into the attachment bubble. Both 
coefficients K1 and K£ are determined from experimental measurements. 
Olson assumed that the fluid momentum in the attachment bubble in the 
jet direction (I-. ) and the momentum of the reversed fluid which flows 
back into the bubble (I2) is in the direction of the jet centerline at 
the dividing radial line. He then developed an expression for the 
ratio of bubble pressure to ambient pressure from momentum considerations 
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of the divided bubblei 
7 A "rn.fi -
p 4 Y V ( l + J i - « c a * ) -
 K 2 < V p o - 1 ) ^ " " 
5* • 1 + (ID 
(£ + 'a a in8 | se I w w I cot 
where 
Jx - ~ ^
12> 
p u ' w 
r o o 
The t r i a l and.error .analysis i s complete if the values of P^/Pe in 
equations (6) and (11) are equals 
Free Jet. Analysis 
The attachment point analysis requires•only three non-dimensional 
quant i t ies from the analysis of the free submerged jet* The quant i t ies 
are the locat ion of the discriminating streamline re la t ive to the j e t 
6 
centerf-ine.*™* t the stagnation pressure on the discriminating streamline w 
location .P /Pfit and the free jet momentum external to the discriminating 
streamline (J-j_)» 
Figure 8.is.a.sketch of the free jet geometry with the pertinent 
dimensions included. Only the important results of the analysis are 
presented in this section* The basic analytical assumptions are the 
same as. those, presented in the preliminary free jet description.. The 
momentum flux in the jet centerline direction is assumed constant* 
In this'analysis, the velocity profiles in the mixing region 
are assumed to he similar, and in non-dimensional form may be represented 
as; 
Core Region 3J2EL 
^ , . „ . , 
Jet Centerline 





£_ • e 15' 
C 12 
(14) 
as recommended by Olson, The value of B i s determined to be 0.6931 
where *—> i s 0.5 and -*» i s one. For t h i s model the p r e s s u r e throughout u c £*
 r & 
the j e t i s cons idered to be cons t an t and equal to the ambient p r e s s u r e . 
Also , the s t a g n a t i o n temperature throughout the flow i s assumed cons tan t 
as a r e s u l t of i s o e n e r g e t i c mixing. The energy equat ion and the p e r f e c t 
gas equation., o f . . s t a t e may be combined to determine the non-dimensional 
express ion for j e t d e n s i t y . 
1 + "few— M 
o 
i 
u 1 2 
Kf 
(15) 
for a p e r f e c t l y expanded j e t* A non-dimensional j e t momentum funct ion 
(f-,) may be def ined ass 
1f* t kf < 
0 
f £* __ _ 
N 
2 / u I 2 
AM 1 Y~*l 2 
* 1 H" *••—— M 
o 2 o 
i - u2i^-j2 (J) 
(16) 
c 
where U = ~MM . S i m i l a r l y , a j e t mass funct ion (£y) maJ ^e defined as i 
o 
£ 
• po uc \eh 
(17) 
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The remaining information required for a complete free j e t description 
i s the empirically determined core length and the center l ine veloci ty 
curve in the developed region. These quant i t ies are approximately 
determined from measurements of unattached j e t center l ine v e l o c i t i e s , 
The value of i~ i s determined by conservation of j e t momentum 
w 
6 and equation (16)» The value of — i s then determined using equation (17)* 
w 
The value of PS/PQ may then be determined from momentum considerations 
and the assumption of constant jet pressure. The value of J, is 
x 
determined for any value of U or - from conservation of momentum 
w 
considerations and equation (16), 
Comparison of the Model 
In reference (10) empirically determined values of K and K? are 
5 
presented for jets having Reynolds number values larger than 10 » The 
values of these coefficients are selected in the reference to yield good 
agreement between theory and experimental results. In an attempt to 
compare the theory to the low Reynolds number or high Knudsen number 
case new values of the coefficients are empirically determined for each 
case considered in this investigation. 
Simplified Jet Attachment Model 
miiiiiiii miP"^Hu^pnri vvmm rrnwwiwiiMiiwffniH'iwim îwMiw m iiiHWnn'iiiOTiiiimTiiimmrwmYr»«nniflr—iflmffTr 
The model proposed by Olson has been shown to exhibi t good 
agreement with experimental r e su l t s when applied to j e t s with i n i t i a l 
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Reynolds numbers above 10^« No provision is made for variation in the 
jet attachment distance with Reynolds numbert however, since reference 
(10) assumes a fixed free jet description determined solely by the 
initial jet Mach number. In addition, the calculations required to 
estimate the attachment distance are tedious and time consuming. 
A jet attachment model that requires much simpler calculations 
and compensates for Reynolds number is devised in this section by 
assuming that variation in attachment distance with Reynolds number is 
determined only by the variation of the unattached jet descriptions 
with Reynolds number* Figure 9 illustrates the important geometry and 
nomenclature of the simplified model« The basic assumptions are the 
same as the ones for Olson's model* The attaching jet velocity profile 
and density relations are assumed to be the same as the ones used in 
Olson*s model,, and the jet centerline velocities are determined 
experimentally for each jet flow condition. 
Conservation of jet momentum in the jet centerline direction 
upstream of attachment may be expressed as 
I = f°° pu2dy (18) 
O *"00 
The approximate Equation of motion may then be wri t ten 
I 
-2. = P _p (19) 
r e i 
From the model geometry^ the following re la t ions are obvious 
1 - cos JS£ - [ £ + sin - £ | sine (20) 
r l r r I 
where 
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D is c riminating 
Streamline 
Figure 9. Simplified Jet Attachment Model 
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Z£ « &2?Z-JL_ (23) 
w COS0 
Bourque and Newman (3) have obta ined good comparison between experiment 
and theory by w r i t i n g the j e t momentum equat ion in the wal l d i r e c t i o n 
near the at tachment po in t n e g l e c t i n g p re s su re forces in t h a t r eg ion . 
The va lues of 6 a t x„ and x are assumed equal s ince the d i f f e r e n c e 
R w 
between x„ and x is relatively small. The momentum flux returned to 
R w J 
the at tachment bubble in the wal l d i r e c t i o n i s equal to I , . The momentum 
equa t ion n e g l e c t i n g p r e s s u r e forces i s 
,-6 o f°° 2 
1 cos0 + J pu dy => J pu dy (24) 
Conservat ion of mass between the j e t c e n t e r l i n e and the wal l upstream 
of the a t tachment po in t may be w r i t t e n as 
poV* o f° . r
6
 A 
™-™«. f ^ « j pudy - j pudy (25) 
where Q is the leakage flow into the attachment bubble due to three-
dimensional effects. The value of Q must be determined experimentally; 
however^ a form of Q may be estimated in order to better correlate 
experimental data with a single parameter. The form of Q for the flow 
range of this investigation is taken to be 
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- i p V -S-l-i x
 2 g(M ) (26) 
2 Fo p^ c 6 V o' 
where x is the appropriate free jet core length and g(MQ) is the 
leakage flow parameter that is a function of ini t ia l jet Mach number 
and will be determined experimentally, 
Equation (25) may be simplified with equation (26) and equations 
(24) and (25) can be non-dimensional!zed to yield 
(27) 
(28) 1 + • * - & ! = g(M0) 
A v i 
w w" 
for jet centerline positions beyond the core where f, and fo are defined 
by equations (16) and (17). Tables of f. and £2 for the Mach numbers 
of this investigation and numerous values of U and £/£* can be tab-
ulated easily with the computer program in Appendix B. 
A simple trial and error solution for Lc/w is possible if the 
geometry and unattached jet centerline velocity relation is given: 
1. Assume a value of r/w. 
2. Find Xw/r from equation (20) and compute x /w. 
3. Determine Uw corresponding to x = x from the appropriate 
unattached jet centerline velocity relation. 
4. Determine 3 from equation (22). 
5. Determine 6/£ from equation (27) at U = U using the 
w 
tables for fj and f2« 
JL 
6. Determine 6/£ from equation (28) at U - V with the 
27 
appropriate value of xc/w and g(M )• 
If the values of 6/£* are not equal a new estimate of r may be made by 
•k 
multiplying the original estimate by the ratio of 6/£ from step 6 to 
6/£* from step 5. When the values of 6/£* are sufficiently close to 
one another the value of Lc/w is computed from equation (23), The 
approximate value of LR/w may be computed from the relation 
£& = it - _ ' t* (29) 
w w 2f1(U^»cos3' 
The values of g(M ) were determined from the experimental data 
and the procedure outlined above to best fit the data obtained in this 
investigation. The g(M ) curve and a comparison of the simplified 
o 
model to data from this investigation and from References (3)t (10)t 
and (14) are found in Chapter V, 
The relationship of the simplified model to Olson's model is 
easily determined by direct comparison of the sections in this chapter* 
The simpler method of computation of attachment point location with 
the simplified model is readily apparent. 
The first model of Bourque and Newman (3) is essentially the 
same as the simplified model with the exception that the turbulent 
incompressible jet velocity profile from Reference (18) is used in the 
place of the velocity profiles used in this investigation. Reference 
(3) considers wall geometries of setback with no wall angle and large 
wall angles with no setback. For the case of large wall angles and no 
setback the geometry relations of equations (20) through (23) are 
simplified by assuming that the nozzle half width is negligible 
28 
compared to the jet radius of curvature. 
The model used by Comparing Jenkins„ and Moore (14) differs 
essentially from the ones of Bourque and Newman and the simplified 
model of this investigation by the use of the laminar incompressible 
jet velocity profile from Reference (18)• Reference (14) considers 
only wall geometries of large wall angle and no setbacks and the nozzle 
half width is considered to be negligible as in the models of 
Reference (3) for the same geometry* In addition,, the momentum equa-
tion was written for a finite control volume around the attachment 
point rather than for a point near the attachment point as was done 
in the simplified model, 
For a more detailed comparison of the simplified model to 
previously proposed models of jet attachment refer to References 
(3), (10), and (14). 
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CHAPTER 111 
EQUIPMENT AND INSTRUMENTATION 
Wall Attachment Model 
Figure 10 is a sketch of the wall attachment model with important 
dimensions and features labled. The entire model has one inch of thick-
ness as flow space* A two inch pipe into the nozzle stagnation chamber 
admits the power jet supply airs and a four inch pipe exhaust allows 
expulsion of the exhaust air from the downstream end of the model. The 
one inch square steel sides of the model are bolted to the 5/8 inch thick 
aluminum sidewall base. The aluminum sidewall has scratches approximate-
ly 1/32 inch deep in the surface; however, the surface was sanded with a 
fine grain abrasive paper and polished with crocus cloth to prevent any 
extension of metal into the flow. A two inch thick plexiglas cover 
plate which covers the entire surface of the model was held tightly a-
gainst the model sides with "C" clamps distributed along the edges* 
A complete two-dimensional probe traverse of the flow field was 
obtained by use of a sliding brass bar at the downstream end of the model, 
The brass bar slides in an aluminum channel which is bolted to the edge 
of the model. Probe access to the flow from outside the model is achiev-
ed through the airtight Swagelok fittings in the brass bar and slotted 
holes through the aluminum channel and edge of the model. Longitudinal 
probe traverses were achieved by sliding the probes in and out of the mod-
2 Inch — Aluminum Base 
o 
1 Inch Square 
Steel Sides 
4 Inch Pipe 
Aluminum Channel 









Figure 10. Experimental Model Sketch 
o 
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el through the Swagelok fittings, aod lateral probe traverses of the mod-
el were accomplished by sliding the brass bar in the aluminum channel, 
Interchangeable nozzle blocks were bolted to the nozzle stagna-
tion chamber to provide the desired Mach number jet while maintaining 
a 0*02 inch wide nozzle exit dimension or nozzle aspect ratio equal to 
5. A representative sketch of the nozzle blocks is found in Figure 11. 
Supersonic nozzles were designed with circular cylindrical walled 
throats and plane wailed supersonic sections to minimize nozzle length 
and boundary layer buildup and simplify construction. The radii of the 
supersonic nozzle throat walls were maintained equal to the throat 
width, and nozzle supersonic section walls diverged at a total angle 
of 30°« Subsonic nozzle blocks had a 1/4 inch radius cylindrical 
walled configuration. The attachment wall was clamped to the aluminum 
base of the model in the desired position with two simple "L" shaped 
clamps similar to the type clamp used on milling machine tables. For 
attachment point visualization one end of a flexible hairlike synthe-
tic fiber fringe was glued to the surface of the wall in such a way 
that the fringe laid flat against the wall and the 1/2 inch long free 
end of the fringe was perpendicular to the sidewalls and the flow 
direction. The wall was located in the model at a setback of 0.3 
inches and wall angle of 10° away from the nozzle centerline for all 
the experiments* The line of contact between the attachment wall and 
the nozzle block was sealed with a clay-like caulking compound. Most 
of the mating surfaces of the model component parts were sealed air 
tight with Giyptol sealant as the model was assembled. The non-
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Figure 11. Representative Nozzle Blocks 
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permanent mating surfaces of the nozzle blocks, attachment wallf 
sliding brass bar and plexiglass cover were sealed with a Dow Corning 
High Vacuum Silicone Grease to provide easy entry into the model for 
changes of nozzle blocks and variation of probe position. 
Vacuum Pump 
A very high volume vacuum pump was required to pull the air 
through the model at the desired ambient pressures. The pump used 
was a Beach Russ rotary piston vacuum pump capable of exhausting 1050 
cubic feet of air per minute with atmospheric pressure at the pump 
intake. The pump was mounted on a metal frame which was bolted to a 
wooden base composed of four inch by six inch timbers* A cylinder 
constructed from a five foot length of eight inch pipe sealed off on 
one end was connected to the pump input manifold for use as a damper 
of any suction surges caused by the pump* Two short lengths of three 
inch pipe were welded to the cylinder to provide for the model exhaust 
flow into it. The vacuum pump exhaust flow was carried to the atmos-
phere outside the building which housed the pump and model by a line 
composed of eight inch pipe and sheet metal ducting. The pump 
coolant water was piped to the upstream air temperature regulation can 
described in the next section to provide a source of hot water. 
Support Equipment 
Figure 12 is a diagram of the entire experimental apparatus 
with the major parts labled. The air entering the apparatus from the 




















Figure 12. Apparatus Diagram 
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bed of silica gel with the desiccator« It is filtered a second time 
to eliminate any silica gel dust that is swept from the bed. A 
pressure regulator is used to reduce the air supply pressure to an 
approximately constant value of 35 psig. 
The upstream control valves are four manually operated needle 
valves for regulating the power nozzle supply pressure. The four 
valves are connected in parallel to provide large volume flowrates 
with fine flowrate adjustments, 
The upstream control valves throttle air into the upstream 
tank. This tank serves two purposes; it provides enough volume 
that the nozzle supply pressure can be adjusted manuallyf and it can 
channel the supply air through constant temperature water to regulate 
the gas temperature* Figure 13 is a sketch of the tank and the inter-
nal baffling arrangement. The tank is made from two lengths of ten 
inch pipe? and the baffles are arranged in such a manner that the 
supply air must make four passes along the length of the pipe. The 
tank rests in a 50 gallon oil drum through which passes the*waste 
coolant water at approximately 100°F from the vacuum pump and enough 
cold water to maintain the water temperature in the drum at 77°F, 
The supply air expands through the nozzle of the model and 
passes into the downstream tank. This tank is similar in shape to a 
standard cylindrical propane tank with domed endst and it has a volume 
of approximately 18 cubic feet. The purpose of the tank is to pro-
vide enough volume to the model downstream of the nozzle to permit 
manual adjustment of the ambient pressure with the downstream 
36 
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control valves. 
The downstream control valves consist of a one inch diameter 
bellows type vacuum valve in parallel with a four inch diameter butter-
fly type valve. These two valves restrict the flow into the vacuum 
pump by reducing the effective flow area between the model and pump. 
A third small needle valve is used to admit air from the high pressure 
supply at the upstream control valves into the vacuum line downstream 
of the downstream control valves* This needle valve is used to re-
duce the volume of flow from the model by admiting high pressure air 
directly into the pump intake, 
Probes 
Figure 14 is a sketch of the two static pressure probe heads 
used to obtain data in this investigation. Both heads were soldered 
to three foot lengths of 1/4 inch outside diameter* 1/64 inch wail 
thickness brass tubing. The tubing slipped through Swagelok fittings 
on the brass bar and was connected to manometers and pressure sensors 
with flexible tubing. The static wall probe consists of a piece of 
3/32 inch square, 1/64 inch wall thickness brass tubing which is bent 
to the same angle (10°) as the angle between the wall and the nozzle 
centerline of the model. The static boundary probe was constructed 
to minimize disturbance of the flow in the model. It consists of a 1/8 
inch outside diameterf1/64 inch wall thickness brass tube flattened to 
1/16 inch outside thickness. A flat steel fairing was soldered to the 
thin edges of the tube and it was tapered from 1/16 inch at the center 
End Plugged With Solder 
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to a knife edge on the perifery. The entire assembly was polished to 
a high gloss with jeweler's rouge and a cloth buffing wheel. The very 
thin probe was to remain in the boundary layer of the flow by resting 
against the aluminum sidewall of the model. The validity of the probe 
readings was to be checked by utilizing three 3/32 inch holes drilled 
into the aluminum base of the model and connected to manometers. 
A sketch of the impact probes used to obtain total pressure 
data in the flow field is shown in Figure 15, One of the impact probe 
heads was constructed to swivel in the plane of the model in order to 
be pointed directly into the flow to be measured. Control of the 
probe position from outside the model was achieved by a string and 
pulley arrangement. The shape of the probe heads is the internally 
sharpened shape that yields the most accurate pressure measurements in 
low Reynolds number flows (17)» 
Copper-Constantan thermocouples were used to monitor the stag-
nation temperature of the air in the upstream tankt the model, and the 
downstream tank. For purposes of analysis and data evaluation the 
total temperature of the gas was assumed constant, and these tempera-
ture measurements provided a check for that assumption. A sketch of 
the probe used is shown in Figure 16. 
In order to determine the approximate direction of the flow at 
selected points in the model a flag probe as shown in Figure 17 was 
used. The flow direction is determined visually through the plexi-
glass as is the position of each of the other probes, 
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examined with a probe consisting of a stainless steel tube which is 
1/32 inch in outside diameter with 0,006 inch wall thickness. 
Instrumentation 
Pressure readings were taken from each probe and read from a 
group of manometers. Mercury manometers open to the atmosphere on one 
side were used in conjunction with a cathetometer to obtain absolute 
pressure readings by correcting with barometer readings taken at the 
time of each experiment. Oil filled manometers inclined at 30° to the 
horizontal and oil filled "U" tube manometers were used to read 
differential pressures between the probes and the model ambient 
pressure for values of differential pressure less than 21 mm of 
mercury. The oil used was a red Meriam manometer oil with specific 
gravity of 1*04, and it possessed an extremely low vapor pressure for 
use specifically in high vacuum applications, 
Temperature measurements were made by reading voltages directly 
with a potentiometer in a thermocouple circuit with cold junction at 
32°F in an ice bath. Temperatures were then determined by conversion 
of voltage readings to temperature with standard thermocouple tables, 









Preliminary Considerations and Adjustment of Flow Conditions 
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The experimental investigation was divided into two segments con-
sisting of jet attachment studies and unattached jet studies* The jet 
attachment experiments were to determine if jet attachment will occur for 
the low Reynolds number flow associated with the Knudsen number flow 
ranges to be examined, and to collect data on attachment distance9 at-
tachment wall static pressuref and attempt to fully describe the flow 
fields encoundered. The unattached jet experiments were to provide data 
for the purpose of obtaining an approximate model of a free jet in the 
flow ranges investigated for use in comparing Olson's analysis of attach-
ing jets and the simplified model to the experimental results* 
Two flow measuring devices were considered before standard im-
pact and static pressure probes and manometers were selected for use. 
A corona discharge probe that operated on the principle of varying 
drift speed of ionized gas particles between highly charged minute 
electrodes with varying gas velocity was considered. This device was 
not used because it had been previously demonstrated to have an un-
predictable useful lifet and it presented calibration difficulties, 
Hot wire anemometers were considered, but were not used due to in-
sufficient development for use in compressible flow. The accuracy of 
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these two devices had not been demonstrated for supersonic flow as well 
as subsonic flow as in the case for the impact pressure probe, 
Prior to each experiment the model and pressure sensing instru-
ments were evacuated below 1 mm of mercury for a short time to expel! 
accumulated moisture and contaminants from the apparatus• The model 
pressure and the nozzle supply pressure were regulated by trial and 
error by manually adjusting the upstream and downstream control valves 
simultaneously. Model ambient pressures were determined from equation 
(4) and perfect gas, isentropic nozzle flow relations for four values 
of Mach number 0.5, 0*8, 1.94, and 2.71, and for four values of 
Khudsen number 1G"\ 5 x 10"41 10"
3
g and 4 x 10 . The upstream tank 
pressure was determined from the standard isentropic nozzle flow rela-
tions for a perfect gas also* Every effort was made to adjust the 
pressures within the device to the theoretical values presented in 
Appendix C. Very small variations from desired Mach and Knudsen 
number pressure settings were unavoidable, however* These slight 
variations are ignored in the presentation of the results although 
they are available from the data in the appendix. 
Prior to conducting the attachment and unattached jet experiments 
temperature measurements were made for a variety of flow conditions with 
air taken from within the surrounding room and without the water bath 
around the upstream tank. The stagnation temperature of the air 
varied less than 5°F from room temperature (77°F) in each case, so 
further temperature measurements were discontinued for the other 
experiments, and the water bath was not used. 
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Measurements 
All pressure measurements were made with the group of manometers 
described in the previous chapter. Pressure measurements were obtained 
by positioning the probe and measuring its position as described in the 
next section. The very low Reynolds numbers characteristic of some of 
the flow encountered in the experiments required a waiting period 
after positioning the probes for the manometers to reach an equilib-
rium reading. This waiting period varied from fifteen minutes to 
only a few seconds depending on the flow conditions and type of 
measurement. The inclined oil manometers were read by visually de-
termining the line on a graph paper background that was tangent to 
the miniscus. Oil "UIS tube and mercury manometers were read with a 
vertical telescopic lens cathetometer. All probes except the flat 
boundary layer probe were positioned midway between the sidewalls 
plus or minus approximately 1/8 inch to minimize the influence of the 
sidewalls on the pressure measurements, 
Jet Attachment Experiments 
For each attachment experiment, the pertinent amplifier geometry 
was drawn on the outer face of the plexiglass cover plate by sighting 
along one edge forming the right angle of a drawing triangle while the 
other perpendicular edge was held flat against the plexiglas. The 
triangle was placed along the plexiglas surface so that desired loca-
tions within the model were visually aligned with the edge perpendic-
ular to the model and the location on the plexiglas was marked with a 
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very fine point pen* This method was used in laying off the model 
geometry and in marking the position ©f probes in each experiment that 
was performed* Accuracy was determined by measurement of the ainpli-
fier geometry that was drawn on the plexiglas to be * 0*01 inches, 
The positions of the probes were measured on the outer surface of the 
plexiglas with a, vernier caliper, 
All of the attachment experiments were conducted with the same 
model geometry consisting of setback of the attachment wail of 0.30 
inches and wall angle of 10°. Since replacement of the removable 
nozzle blocks required a partial disassembly of the model^ all the 
experiments for a given Mach number were performed before proceeding 
to a different Mach number experiment* 
Jet attachment distance was measured along the attachment wall 
from the nozzle exit plane by examining the synthetic fibers that were 
glued to the attachment wall. The location of jet attachment was 
assumed to be the location on the wall where the direction of bend of 
the fibers that were deflected by the flow changed from the upstream 
direction to the downstream flow direction. The change in the 
direction of the fibers indicated the point where the flow re-
circulating into the attachment bubble separated from the flow con-
tinuing downstream along the wall* 
Static pressure along the attachment wall was measured using 
the probe shown in Figure 14. The probe was moved along the 
attachment wall to a desired location and its position was measured 
along the wall by the method previously discussed. The fringe on 
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the attachment wall was watched carefully to confirm that the attach-
ment point location did not move during the measurements and thereby 
invalidate the data* Care was taken to position the probe near the 
center of the wall between the side plates* 
Attempts to make impact and static pressure measurements 
throughout the flow field were unsuccessful,, These measurements were 
not made because the presence of the probes drastically changed the 
flow field as determined by observation of the hairlike fringe on the 
attachment wall, 
Pressure readings were made using the oil filled manometers 
whenever possible to assure greater accuracy* Other measurements made 
with the mercury manometers were subject to minor inaccuracies due to 
small barometric pressure fluctuations during the course of the 
experiments, 
Unattached Jet Experiments 
The unattached jet experiments were conducted with the same 
nozzle blocks used in the attachment experiments and with the attach-
ment wall removed from the model. Just as in the attachment experiments 
the experiments for a given Mach number were completed before pro-
ceding to the other experiments. The nozzle centerline and nozzle 
exit plane were drawn on the outer surface of the plexiglas cover 
plate to establish the x and y coordinates of the probe positions* 
Jet impact pressure profile measurements were made using the 
fixed position probe shown in Figure 15 for two fixed values of x 
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along the jet centerline. These measurements were made for numerous 
values of y parallel to the nozzle exit plane in an effort to establish 
velocity profiles under the assumptions of constant pressure and 
stagnation temperature within the jet. One of the profile measure-
ments was made within the jet near the nozzle where the potential core 
was present, and the other profile measurement was made downstream 
of the core region in the fully developed portion of the jet, 
The pressure profiles obtained from the lateral traverses of 
the impact probe across the jet showed that the jet centerline defined 
by the locus of maximum velocity locations did not exactly correspond 
to the nozzle centerline* The slope of the jet centerline was found 
to be approximately 1/30 or less with respect to the nozzle center-
line, Impact pressure measurements were made approximately along the 
jet centerline as indicated by the profile measurements to obtain 
the potential core length and jet centerline velocity decay curve, 
Impact pressure measurements were made at several positions 
across the nozzle exit with the 1/32 inch 0, 1), probe described in the 
previous chapter. The Reynolds numbers for this small probe and the 
type of flow encountered is such that the pressure values determined 
from its use are very inaccurate (17), Furthermore, the probe was 
not small enough to obtain an accurate impact pressure profile across 
the 0,2 inch nozzle exit. These measurements were made to qualitative-
ly examine the nozzle exit flow profile for squareness as assumed in 
01 son s theoretical analysis, 
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Analytical Comparison 
Olson's analysis of j e t attachment i s dependent on two empir-
i ca l ly determined coefficients K, and K~ which have been defined in 
Chapter I I . The comparison of Olson's method to the experimental' 
r esu l t s of this study i s made by determining the constants K-. and K, 
from the data obtained in th i s study and comparing them with values 
of Kj and 1U reported by Olson. The method of calculat ing K~ i s 
i l l u s t r a t e d in Appendix D8 "Sample Calculations," 
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CHAPTER ¥ 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
Data 
A complete collection of the data obtained from the experiments 
is found in Appendix C. The calculations that were performed to obtain 
the results are not presented in full, but illustrations of the perti-
nent calculation procedures are also found in Appendix D as sample 
calculations* 
Wall Attachment Results 
Static pressure variations along the attachment wall are pre-
sented in Figures 19 through 22 in terms of a dimensionless pressure 
coefficient^ P -P /Pt -P « The pressure coefficient represents the 
fraction of nozzle supply pressure in excess of the ambient model 
pressure that is available along the attachment wall as static pressure* 
The shape of the curves drawn through the data points is characteristic 
of static wall pressure curves for attaching jets previously investi-
gated by Bour que and Newman and Olson. The shape of the curves confirms 
that in each case the jet did attach to the wall. The wavy portion of 
some of the curves indicates the presence of oblique shock waves in 
the supersonic attaching jets. Shock waves were caused by the simplicity 
of the nozzle geometry and slight errors in adjustment of nozzle supply 
pressure. The attachment point locations along the wall are denoted 
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case by observation of the fibers glued to the attachment wall except 
for the Mach numbers G»5 and 0.8 in Figure 22» For these two cases 
the flow immediately adjacent to the wall was not sufficient to bend 
the fibers* and the attachment point in each case was assumed to lie 
near the position on the wall where the static pressure coefficient 
was oner-half .its. maximum value. All of the measured attachment loca-
tions indicated on the static pressure curves are located between the 
maximum and zero value of the pressure coefficient* This location on 
the pressure rise portion of the curve in the downstream direction is 
in agreement with the results of the jet attachment investigations that 
are referred to above. The relative positions of attachment point lo-
cations along the wall correspond with the relative positions of the 
maximum values of the corresponding curves drawn through the pressure 
data* Maximum values of pressure coefficient are greater for low Mach 
numbers than for high Mach numbers because jet momentum varies more 
than pressure drop due to entrainment resulting in large Mach number 
jets having large radii of curvature and therefore shallow attachment 
angles. The maximum values of static pressure coefficient appear to 
decrease in general with increasing Knudsen number ands in turn* 
decreasing Reynolds number. This effect is a result of the decrease 
in jet density and therefore reduction in wall pressure rise required 
to deflect the jet with reductions in Knudsen number, 
The attachment distance along the wall non~dimensionalized with 
the nozzle width is presented in Figure 23 as a function of Mach 
number for fixed values of Knudsen number. The data does not exhibit 
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it does reflect an increase in attachment distance, generally speaking, 
with Mach number. The attachment point distance appears to level off 
or perhaps exhibit a minimum in the subsonic jet region. Data from 
Reference (10) is plotted in Figure 23 for comparison. The geometry 
used in Reference (10) is approximately the same as that used in this 
study! however, the setback was equal to 1,0 nozzle width rather 
than the setback of 1,5 nozzle widths for this study, and the attach-
ing jet Reynolds numbers were approximately constant and equal to 
5 2,6 x 10 . The closer proximity of the wall to the jet results in 
slightly shorter attachment distances than observed in this study as 
expected, 
The non-dimensionalized attachment distance i s plot ted as a 
function of Reynolds number for four Mach number values in Figure 24• 
Each curve defined by the data for one Mach number value exhibi ts a 
maximum. The curves have the same shape qua l i t a t ive ly as the curves 
that provide s imilar information in the study by Comparing Jenkins» 
and Moore (14) of at taching incompressible j e t s at very low Reynolds 
numbers. The data from the study by Comparin exhibited maximums 
at somewhat lower Reynolds numbers than th i s study, Comparin1s 
data and analysis did show* however, that for a fully laminar 
incompressible j e t s attachment distance was proportional to Reynolds 
number, that three-dimensional effects were par t ly responsible for 
increased attachment distance with decrease in two-dimensional nozzle 
aspect ra t io for small Reynolds number j e t s , and that the peak in the 
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angle or increased average distance of the wall from the nozzle center-
line. According to the results of Bourque and Newman the attachment 
distance is approximately constant for a fixed geometry and turbulent 
incompressible jets$ and it is independent of Reynolds number. This 
result appears to be the same for compressible jets as shown in Figure 
24 where the attachment distance curves seem to level off as the 
Reynolds number, becomes large. The data, by Olson that was previously 
plotted in Figure 23 is included also,in Figure 24* It seems to agree 
qualitatively with the results when the closer proximity of the wall 
in Olsonrs. experiments is considered* 
The peak in the attachment distance, curves ..is explained by 
Comparin to,be a result of three-dimensional effects. These effects 
may indeed influence the attachment distance for finite aspect ratio 
nozzle devicesg,but a peak in the curve may also be qualitatively 
explained by considering the effect Q£ the behavior of the turbulent 
eddy viscosity at various local jet Reynolds numbers. An apparent 
Reynolds number (Re ) may be defined locally ass 
a 
%, i s <3o> 
where A is the turbulent eddy viscosity and £ is the mixing region 
width of the jet at some position along the jet centerline. Rewrit-
ing equation (30) we have ; 
j_ -f- o» 
where R is the local Reynolds number in the flow field. Assuming 
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the viscosi ty (p) remains approximately constant loca l ly , equation (30) 
can be d i f fe ren t ia ted : 
3RQ a / A 
a 1 *e .l..u 
3R« " i x A " r T A r 7 3Re (32) e 1 + - | l + -
The eddy viscos i ty i s considered to be proportional to R i f Prandt l ' s 
mixing length model i s considered val id and fully turbulent flow 
prevails* The eddy viscosi ty i s also known to vanish for some value 
of R where the flow becomes laminar. If the eddy viscosi ty i s then 
assumed to vary with Reynolds number in the manner shown in Figure 25* 
A i t i s reasonable to assume that the value of 3 —• /3R„ may be large 
p *-
enough somewhere in the region of transition from laminar to turbulent 
flow to make the negative term in equation (32) predominate* For this 
case a maximum value of Rg will occur when the slope of the eddy 
a 
viscosity curve is large enough to make equation (32) zero. From 
examination of Figure 25 and equation (31) Rg is essentially constant 
O-
for all large values of R , and it is equal to R for small values, 
«J e 
The resulting sketch of Re as a function of Re in Figure 26 is of the 
same shape as the attachment distance as a function of R curves in 
Figure 24. It is reasonable, then, to surmise that the attachment 
distance varies in some linear manner with apparent Reynolds number, 
This intuitive idea agrees qualitatively with the results of all the 
investigations previously mentioned if the suitable characteristic 
local Reynolds number for this type of flow is assumed to be the 
Reynolds number defined at the nozzle exit. Figure 24 indicates that 
<\ a 
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for fixed Reynolds numbers, the attachment point will increase with 
increasing Mach number as expected from the results of Reference (10)• 
Also the maximum attachment point value occurs at larger values of 
Reynolds numbers for supersonic flow than for subsonic flow* This 
result might,.be caused by the influence of stock waves in the super-
sonic flow, 
Efforts to obtain data for complete flow field description with-
in the model were not successful• The presence of any type of probe 
positioned in the flow field and not adjacent to the attachment wall 
resulted in a rather large change in the attachment distance along the 
wall and therefore the flow field was altered* In addition the flat 
boundary layer, type static pressure probe lifted off the model sidewall 
when in the presence of high velocity flow and was subjected to violent 
fluttering that threatened to damage the.probe and the model. Develop-
ment of a suitable method of visualizing rarefied flows without 
positioning a probe in the flow field would simplify a complete flow 
field analysis near the wall. 
Unattached Jet Results 
«MT»1—W— liilill«»IWM|»l<lllia«glBMm™«»IWM«lll»IM» 
The impact pressure profiles obtained from the unattached jets 
were not spread precisely around the nozzle centerline, but the approx-
imate axis of symmetry was determined by plotting the calculated velocity 
profiles and folding them so that each half met* The non-dimensional 
velocity profiles in Figures 27 and 28 were calculated as illustrated 
in Appendix D for the core and the developed region of the jet. 
Although the spread of the data is noticeable around the curve that was 
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suggested for use by Olson in previous studies, the curve appears to 
be a reasonable approximation and was utilized in the unattached jet 
calculations* 
The jet centerline impact pressure measurements were converted 
to velocity values and normalized with respect to the maximum jet 
velocity calculated from experimental data. The centerline velocities 
for Mach numbers Q. 5S 0.8S and 1.94 are plotted on semilog graphs in 
Appendix C and were found to approximately define a straight line in 
the fully developed region* The jet core length was considered to be 
defined by the intersection of the straight line that best fit the data 
of the developed region and the horizontal straight line through the 
velocities within the core region. The jets of Mach number.2.71 
exhibited very widely fluctuating velocities along the centerline 
which indicated that a rather complicated shock pattern existed for 
this value of Mach number. Core length and centerline velocities 
could not be determined for this case and the unattached jet descrip-
tions of Mach number 2*71 are incomplete* For the jets of Mach 
number 1,94 and less the relationship between centerline velocity and 
distance along the jet centerline may be represented ass 
•M - 1 x < x„ 
uo c 
(33) 
HI I J- ™* UJEOWM 
v • " » ! • * • u 
3- = e * °' x„ < x 
x c 
c where values of Tr* and i are compiled in Tables 27 and 28 in Appendix 
C for the applicable jets. Values of «M—* and m obtained from data 
w 
presented in Reference (8) and the values from this investigation are 
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compared in Figure 29* The core length curves defined by this data 
exhibit the same general shape as the corresponding curves defined by 
the attachment distance data in Figure 24„ This result is qualitative-
ly explained in a similar manner as the attachment distance data was 
explained because both core length and attachment distance are 
determined by the existence of the apparent viscosity and'the resulting 
jet entrainment properties* The data for Mach number 1.94 appear to 
agree very well for the lower Knudsen number* The subsonic jet values 
of HI appear to agree fairly wellf but the jet core lengths were some-
what. larger in Reference (8). This result may have been caused by 
nozzle geometry differences or a somewhat thicker boundary layer to 
nozzle width ratio in the subsonic nozzles of this investigation* The 
increase in boundary layer to nozzle width ratio would be a result of 
the lower Reynolds number jets used in this study* 
A qualitative indication of the velocity profiles at the nozzle 
exit may be found by examining the impact pressure profiles at that 
position. These pressure values have been included with the unattached 
jet data in Appendix C. The size of the nozzle and the rarefied flow 
made nozzle exit impact pressure measurements very difficult and 
inaccurate. Although the data was taken at relatively widely spaced 
intervals across one-half of the nozzle in each case, the magnitudes 
of the measured impact pressure appears to decrease slightly near 
the lip ..of the nozzle which indicates the presence of a boundary 
layer* In general, however, the impact pressure profiles appear to be 
very "full,".and the nozzle exit velocity profile was assumed to be 
uniform in the calculations. 
Reynolds Number, R 
Figure 29» Dimensionless Core Length Variation with Reynolds Number, 
Centerline Decay Constant Variation with Reynolds Number as 
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Comparison to Olson8s Analysis 
The comparison to Olson1s analysis was conducted by determining 
the two empirical coefficients that arise in the derivation found in 
Reference (10) from the empirical results of this investigation* The 
value of K, is defined as the ratio of the distance along the attach-
ment wall from the nozzle exit plane to the position where the pressure 
coefficient in Figures 19 through 22 is zero to the attachment distance 
along the wall. This coefficient is represented by Olson as a constant 
for a fixed geometry device, and it is easily determined from the wall 
static pressure curves and the attachment distance data. The values 
of K^ are presented in Figure 30 as a .function of Reynolds number. 
The data is scattered around the value 0.88 which was used in all the 
calculations of K2« The value of K-̂  recommended by Olson for devices 
with setback of 1.5 nozzle widths is approximately 0.75. 
The value of Ko is defined in Chapter II as the fraction of 
the maximum attachment bubble pressure force that is effective in 
recirculating fluid back into the attachment bubble. The value of this 
coefficient should be less than one. No convenient method is suggested 
by Olson for determining K^. For reasons of comparison the values of 
K~ corresponding to the empirically determined attachment distances 
were calculated as illustrated in Appendix D. Figure 31 is a plot of 
the results as a function of jet Reynolds number. Although the curves 
appear to have approximately similar shapest all the values of Ko are 
greater than one which is physically impossible. The values of K^ 
suggested for use in Reference (10) are included in Figure 31 for 
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result of inaccuracies in the analytical unattached jet model* Figures 
27 and 28 exhibit very large spreads of data around the assumed velocity 
profile curves for small velocity ratios. These variations may be 
responsible for relatively large inaccuracies in calculated values of 6 
and J which are important quantities in the calculation of K.2« In 
addition to these possible analytical inaccuracies» the calculation of 
K£ from empirical data will reflect the accumulation of any experimental 
erro rs in the re sul t. 
The large variation in values of K£ from the values suggested 
in Reference (10) indicates that use of Olson's model may predict 
erroneous attachment locations for jet Knudsen numbers larger than 10 « 
A more accurate analytical unattached jet model might result in improve-
ments in Olson's method of attachment point location. 
Correlation Between xc and L^ 
An examination of Figures 24 and 29 suggests that a simple 
empirical correlation between jet core length and attachment distance 
is possible* The advantage of this kind of correlation would be that 
jet core lengths are much easier to measure or estimate than jet 
attachment distances. The following assumptions are made: 
1* Jet core lengths are inversely proportional to a 
characteristic jet shear stress, 
2. The characteristic jet shear stress is proportional to 
(y + A) and therefore inversely proportional to a 
characteristic apparent Reynolds numbert Re . 
a 
3 . Jet attachment distance for a given geometry and Mach 
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number is a linear function of L , 
ea 
From assumptions 1 and 2s 
xc Re (34) 
w ^a 
By assumption 3 and equa t ion (34)s 
h. - Fl ^ + F9 (35) 
w •*• w £ 
Where F and F are not functions of R . Since solutions for turbu-
lent jet attachment distances and core lengths are available from 
previous investigations and experimental datap we can evaluate F2 in 
the turbulent flow region denoted by the subscript T. 
F 2 " F L - ' 4 H 
Combination of equa t ions (35) and (36) y i e l d s ; 
i s . is - F l 
w \ w L 1 w I 
I T 
(37) 
where F may be a function of Mach number, Reynolds number, and wall 
and nozzle geometry* Values of ——> calculated from equation (37) using 
large Reynolds number estimates of {——I and I —&} from Figures 24 
and 29 and F, = 1.0 are compared with experimental data from Figure 
24 in Figure 32. The correlation yields reasonably good results 
which indicates that F-, is only a weak function or is independent of 
Mach and Reynolds numbers. Variation of F̂  with geometry is not 
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Simplified Attachment Model 
The simplified attachment model was found to produce reasonably 
good estimates of attachment distance for the flow range and geometry 
of this investigation and other investigations as well. The values of 
g(Mo) weire determined for each flow condition of this investigation 
except the four attaching jets with MQ - 2*71 for which the unattached 
jet descriptions were not completed* A smooth curve was drawn through 
the data* and the resulting g(M) curve is shown in Figure 33, This 
curve serves not only as a leakage flow parameter* but it also 
serves as a correction factor for the various inaccuracies in the model 
due to the simplifying assumptions in its derivation and the neglect 
of shock effects in the supersonic jets* 
A comparison of the model employing the values of g(M ) and the 
jet centerline velocity curves in Appendix C with the data of this 
investigation is presented in Figure 34. As would foe expected* the 
model shows good agreement with the data. 
Figure 35 is a comparison of the simplified model with the 
theory and data from Reference (10) for several wail geometries* Two 
variations of the simplified model are compared to the data. One 
variation employed the small Knudsen number jet centerline descriptions 
of the unattached jets from this investigation and the values of g(MQ) 
In Figure 33, The comparison shows that reasonably good agreement 
with both data and theory from Reference (10) was achieved for the 
geometries relatively near to that of this study. The model greatly 
overestimates the attachment distances for the smallest values of wall 
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small and the jet attaches before it can become fully developed* The 
second variation of the model employs the free jet centerline velocity 
curves from Reference (8) and a value of Q - 0. The two curves cross 
through the middle of the data of Reference (10) but do not exhibit 
the increase of attachment distance with Mach number found in the 
data and in the first variation of the model. Therefore, for the best 
results in using the model for large Reynolds number jet attachment 
it is suggested that the small Knudsen number centerline velocities and 
the values of g(M) of this study be employed and the wall geometry 
should be relatively close to that of this investigation* 
A comparison of the model with the theory and data from 
Reference (14) is presented in Figure 36 for low Reynolds number 
laminar incompressible jets* The laminar incompressible jet descrip-
tion by Schlichting from Reference (18) with a virtual jet origin of 
••T upstream of the nozzle exit was employed both in the simplified 
model and in Reference (14)« The value of Q was assumed to be zero* 
In additionf the value of & in the simplified model was further sim-
plified and assumed to be approximately equal to 6 since the geometry 
included no wall setback and jet radii of curvature were assumed to 
be large* The model exhibits agreement with the data to about the 
same degree of accuracy as the theory of Reference (14)t although 
large descrepancies and even negative attachment distances can 
result for small wall angles* 
Use of the turbulent incompressible jet description from 




















Reynolds Number, R 
Average Data, Reference (14) 
Theory, Reference (14) 
Simplified Model, Jet - Reference (14), Q = 0 
300 
Figure 36. Simplified Model, Laminar Incompressible Jet, — 
00 
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It is concluded that the simplified jet attachment model is 
reasonably accurate for a wide range of flow conditions and geometries 
if the proper values of Q and the appropriate jet descriptions are 
employed. The model yields good results in compressible flow for the 
flow conditions of this investigation and those of Reference (14) 
with the jet descriptions and g(M ) of this study and for wall geometries 
relatively close to those of this investigation. It yields good 
results for laminar incompressible flow with Schlichting's laminar 
jet description and Q = 0 for large wall angles and no wall offsets 
For turbulent incompressible flow the model reduces to that of Bourque 
and Newman in Reference (3) where good agreement between theory and 




CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
Conclû ÔT̂ s 
The static pressure curves along the adjacent wall show that 
compressible jets will attach to the wall for the geometry and flow 
range of this investigation. The static pressure curve for each flow 
condition exhibited a similar shape to wall pressure curves of previous 
investigations of large Reynolds number attaching jets* The maximum 
wall static pressure rise near the attachment point was a smaller 
fraction of pressure drop across the nozzle for large Mach number jets 
than for small Mach number jets. This reflects the increase in jet 
radius of curvature with initial jet Mach number and therefore larger 
attachment distances and more shallow angles of contact between the 
jet and the wall for larger Mach numbers. 
The attachment distance along the wall was also shown to in-
crease with jet Mach number for a given Reynolds number by direct 
measurement of attachment distance with flexible fibers on the adja-
cent wall. Jet attachment distance along the wall for fixed initial 
jet Mach number was shown to be approximately constant for very large 
Reynolds numbers8 but it increases to a maximum value for smaller 
Reynolds numbers and begins to decrease for even smaller Reynolds 
numbers* This result has not been previously observed for compressible 
jets. It is believed to be a result of laminar to turbulent jet 
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transition as explained in Chapter V, The value of Reynolds number for 
which the peak occurs was larger for the supersonic jets than subsonic 
jets* 
Measurement of flow field properties within the attaching jets 
is not feasible by positioning a probe in the flow field« The presence 
of probes within the attaching jets was found to alter the flow and 
therefore invalidate any measurements» 
The unattached jet velocity profiles in the mixing regions were 
found to be scattered around the curve? 
/S \2 
.6931 - 0 . . , 
M8BW31. " " I S * 
which was suggested in References (8) and (10), Although the curve was 
a good approximation of the col lec t ive data* the amount of s c a t t e r of 
the data increased with increase of £/£*• The unattached j e t centerl ine 
ve loc i t i e s were found to be described by the equations; 
mil - ***** 
- • e ' uo / . x < x 
xc c 
where values of x and m were tabulated in Appendix C, Je t core length 
was found to corre la te reasonably well with attachment distance in th is 
invest igat ion by the simple relat ion? 
IS, - (l&\ « i£ - l%£\ 
w I w I w 1 w I 
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where T denotes values for very large Reynolds numbers* 
Values of Olson's two empirical constants that were calculated 
from the results mentioned in the previous paragraph did not correlate 
well with values presented in Reference (10), One of the constants„ 
K«, was too large to have any physical significance. Therefore,, the 
method of calculating jet attachment distance as presented in Reference 
(10) requires modification for the flow range of this investigation or 
errors may result. 
The simplified jet attachment model utilizing the unattached 
jet descriptions of the investigation and the values of g(M ) in 
Chapter V was found to correlate reasonably well with the data from 
Reference (10) and this investigation for wall geometries near that of 
the experimental model, Using a laminar incompressible jet profile 
the simplified model was found to agree well with the theory from 
Reference (14) for laminar incompressible jet attachment to walls with 
no offset and large wall angles* The model reduces to the theory of 
Bourque and Newman (3) for turbulent incompressible attaching jets 
where good agreement between theory and experiment has been achieved* 
The primary disadvantage of the model is that experimental values of 
jet centerline velocity and g(M) must be available for its use in 
the compressible flow ranges. Reasonably good results are achieved 
with the jet descriptions and approximately the wall geometries of 
this investigation, however. The primary advantages of the model are 
the relatively easy computation of attachment distances and the 
applicability of a single model to a wide variety of flow conditions 
and wall geometries, 
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Suggestions for Further Research 
Further experiments that could result in a better description 
and understanding of the Coanda Effect are recommended in the paragraphs 
that follow* 
Studies of jet attachment at larger Knudsen numbers than those 
encountered in this investigation could be of value* These studies 
could establish a limit on the flow conditions for which the Coanda 
Effect exists and define jet attachment distance trends for further 
decreases in Reynolds number* Special equipment would be needed for 
establishing the flow and sensing attachment point locations and 
pressure values* 
Experiments at higher Knudsen numbers with variations of model 
geometry are needed to extend the results of this investigation to other 
geometries. Variation of the nozzle aspect ratio would permit the 
evaluation of the role of three-dimensional flow effects near the 
sidewalls on jet attachment. This type of evaluation would also help 
clarify the concept of jet attachment distance variation with apparent 
Reynolds number that was presented in Chapter V, 
Further experiments are suggested to determine the role of 
oblique shock waves on jet attachment. Shock wave interaction with 
jet boundaries at various Knudsen numbers and interaction with the 
surrounding device geometry probably plays a major role in wall 
attachment of supersonic jets. This type of investigation would 
require a new method of flow visualization for study of rarefied flows* 
A device for this purpose could also be used to examine the jet 
attachment flow fields for a variety of geometries and flow conditions 
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in subsonic flow, 
The gap between accurate theoretical and experimental jet 
attachment results is clear from the results of this investigation. 
The semi-empirical analysis of attaching jets available from the 
literature require cumbersome calculations, are valid for only limited 
ranges of flow and wall geometries, and are highly dependent on free 
jet descriptions. The further development of a simple theoretical 
jet attachment model to incorporate a wide range of flow conditions 
and adjacent wall geometries and provide good agreement with presently 
available experimental data would be a valuable contribution to 
practical fluid research, 
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APPENDIX A 
EXAMINATION OF MODEL SIMILITUDE 
For steady state adiabatic compressible flow8 model and proto-
type similitude is analyzed in the following paragraphs assuming the 
Mach numbers and Reynolds numbers are the same for the two flow fields, 
Applicable results from the kinetic theory of gases are; 
eA - constant (38) 
p « constant /T (39) 
Kn = 1.26 /T |- (40) 
e 
Applicable p e r f e c t gas equat ions a r e : 
£ - RT (41) 
P 
a = /yRT (42) 
In steady state flow the total temperature is constant through-
out the flow assuming heat transfer effects can be neglected due to the 
short time any element of the flow is within the experimental 
apparatus* From energy considerations8 the temperature is determined 
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only by the velocity of flow. The speed of sound is determined by the 
temperature of the gas. Therefore, Mach number similitude is assured if 
the velocity of flow within the model and a small amplifier is the same 
at geometrically similar stations9 if the two flows have equal total 
temperatures9 and if the gas is the same gas in each case* 
Equation (40) indicates that Reynolds number similitude is 
assured if Knudsen and Mach number similitude are assured* The 
definition of the Knudsen number is: 
K - i- (43) 
n w 
Combine equations (38)f (41), and (43) to get 
K- ~ rr*(constant) (44) 
11 Pw 
For Mach number similitude as previously discussed, RT is the same at 
geometrically similar flow stations. Equation (44) indicates that 
pressure must then be scaled inversely proportional to amplifier 
dimensions to achieve Knudsen number similitude. 
To show that the flow velocities at similar flow stations are 
equal, the Navier Stokes Equations can be examined. The unprimed 
variables represent flow in a fluidie device, and the primed variables 
represent the modeled flow. The variable relations assuming equal 
temperatures and the scale factor D are: 
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dimensions x" ™ Dxt y" 
v e l o c i t y : w* - w, 
1 
pressure: p" - D p 
—1 dens i ty : p "* = D p 
v i s c o s i t y : p^ ™ p 
. t ime: t * = Dt 
38 Dyf z ' = Dz 
(45) 
For the unprimed case the Navier Stokes Equations n e g l e c t i n g 
body forces may be w r i t t e n in the form of: 
dt ""'"" 9x 3z (y) 12 4*" - «sr d 
3y '(B) ( 1 m- - J - «Sg89ssa 1 f 3x| •4°" ^ « ^ 3 x (u) 
3w 3 U \ 
T
8* + a w 
X dz | 
(46 ) 
where u9 vf and w are actual x,'y, and z components of w* If equation 
(46) is written in terms of the primed variables and the relations (46) 




+ ~ — 
1—1 3(D"XP) . _ a (u) u du a7taT + 7rtar r> \< Tim - 1 div w* 
B
(w) l??D7r + T(lxt)j 
(47) 
3(Dz) 
( \{ 5w , 9̂ û  
U l ' ; i 8 ( D x ) " 3(Dz)' 
Equation (47) is the same as equation (46) when multiplied by D • 
Therefore model similitude is established under the following 
conditions: 
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1. The same gas is used* 
2» The same total temperature is maintained* 
3* Similar amplifier geometry is used* 
4« The same Mach number jet is supplied* 
5, Pressure is scaled inversly with amplifier dimensions• 
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APPENDIX B 
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR fn AND f„ 
1 £-
Olson's analytical method of attachment point location is at 
best a difficult trial and error procedure. Further complications are 
introduced when equations (16) and (17) in Chapter II are examined and 
found to be extremely difficult to integrate for values of f.. and f2. 
In order to reduce the number of computationst a computer program was 
devised to integrate the equations. The use of the computer results 
is illustrated in Appendix D in the calculation of K2» 
The following is a Fortran IV Computer program devised to obtain 
tabulated values of f. and f2 from the Burroughs B 5500 Digital 
Computer at the Rich Electronic Computer Center, The program plan is 
to numerically integrate the expressions of equations (16) and (17) for 
air by the trapezoidal rule for discrete values of M and U. The 
o 
c o m p u t e r r e a d o u t h e a d i n g s a r e i n c l u d e d a t t h e end of t h e program w i t h 
t h e v a r i a b l e t o be p r i n t e d i n p a r e n t h e s e s . The f o l l o w i n g compu te r 
symbols were u sed i n p l a c e of t h e symbols i n e q u a t i o n s (16) and ( 1 7 ) , 
EOES - £• U = U 
e* 
Fl = f-, UOUC - ^~» 
c 
F2 = f2 
MO - M 
o 
F o r t r a n IV Program to e v a l u a t e £ and fn 
1 i. 
1 1=0 
2 REAL MO 
3 MO^Q.5 
4 GO TO 1 1 
5 MO«Q,8 
6 GO TO 1 1 
7 M0^1.94 
8 GO TO 1 1 
9 M0^2*71 
10 GO TO 1 1 
11 DO 29 U - 0 . 2 , 1 . 0 , 0 . 1 
12 PRINT 13,M0 fU 




17 DO 29 EOES~O e005 ?4.0Q5 s0»Ql 
18 UOUC=*EXP(~Oe6931*(EOES**2e)) 








27 PRINT 28sG?UOUC,BsA 




32 IF ( 1 1 - 3 ) 3 3 , 3 3 , 3 4 





Each table of the computer results will have the following headings I 
MO-(M ) U-(U) 
© 
E/E* U/UC Fl F2 
(5/€*) (U/Uc) (fx) (f2) 
A table is typed for one value of Mach number and one value of U for the Mach numbers 
of this study and values of U between 1*0 and 0*2 in steps of 0*1* Values in the 






Desired Flow Conditions 
Adjustment of the nozzle supply pressure and the model ambient 
pressure to within reasonably close agreement with the theoretical 
values for each initial jet Mach number and Knudsen number was essential 
in minimizing errors in the comparison of the results. Maintaining 
the appropriate stagnation temperature of the air within acceptable 
limits near 77 °F was shown to be easily accomplished as described in 
Chapter IV. Adjustment of the desired pressures was more difficult 
to accomplishg and the trial and error procedure of manual control 
valve adjustment presented a time consuming task. The desired pressure 
value adjustment as determined from equation (4) of Chapter I for air 
are presented in Table 1* The actual pressure settings that were 
achieved for the experiments are presented in the sections that 
follow. 
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10 * 5 x 1Q~
4 10~3 3.92 x 10~3 
Mach 
Number 
0.5 110 22.0 11.0 2 .81 
92.6 18 .5 9.26 2.36 
0 .8 131 26.2 13 .1 3.34 
86.2 17.2 8.62 2.20 
1.94 397 79.4 39.7 10 .1 
55.6 11 .1 5.56 1,42 
2 .71 926 185 92.6 23.6 
, 39.2 7.84 3.92 1.00 
*Upper values denote nozzle supply pressure (mm of Mercury). 
Lower values denote model ambient pressure (ram of Mercury). 
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Data From Jet Attachment Experiments 
The actual model pressure values were adjusted to within reason-
ably close agreement with desired values as i l l u s t r a t e d in Table 2. 
Actual j e t attachment distance was measured along the attachment wall 
from the nozzle ex i t plane using the fiber fringe that was glued to the 
wall to indicate the attachment point locat ion. The resul t s are pre-
sented in Table 3 as a function of j e t nozzle width, S ta t i c pressure 
along the attachment wall was measured using the wail probe in Figure 
14. The r e su l t s are tabulated in Tables 4 through 7 in the form of a 
pressure coefficient P -P e /P t -P e for randomly selected locations 
along the attachment wal l . This data i s plot ted in Figures 19 through 
22, Location of the zero value of the pressure coefficient in the 
pressure r i se portion of the curves of Figures 19 through 22 provided 
values of L */w for each flow condition. Values of L'"/w were divided 
by the appropriate values of LR/w from Table 3 to obtain the control 
volume -ocation coefficient of Olson's analysis (Kj)„ and the resul t s 
are presented in Table.8. Values of Olson's pressure force coefficient 
(K2) were determined using the attachment data and the unattached j e t 
data from the next section in the manner i l l u s t r a t e d in Appendix D. 
Values of K2 are presented in Table 9» 
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Table 2« Actual Flow Pressure Settings, Jet Attachment* 
Knudsen 
Numbe r 10 * 5 x 1G~4 10~3 4 x 10"3 
Mach 
Number 
0.5 103 22.2 11.0 3.0 
83.9 18.3 9.4 2.5 
0.8 133 25.9 13,8 3.3 
85.8 17.5 8.9 2.1 
1.94 393 78.0 42.9 10,2 
56.7 10.9 5.9 1.4 
2.71 930 189 89.7 28.1 
39.7 7.8 3.9 1.2 
*Upper values denote nozzle supply pressure (ram of Mercury). 
Lower values denote model ambient pressure (mm of Mercury). 
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Table 3 . J e t Attachment Dis tance -— 
w 
Knudsen 
Numbe r 10~4 5 x 10 
-4 - 3 10 4 x 10""3 
Mach 
Number j 
0.5 5.75 6.90' 8.45 7.3 ( e s t imated) 
0,8 | 6«85 6.55 8.0 8.2 (es t imated) 
1.94 8.70 10.05 9.9 8.95 
2 .71 10.25 12.00 13.2 11,55 
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to e 
3.05" - 4.20 
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13.05 - 1.27 
14.20 - 0.50 
15.55 - 1*12 
16.80 - 0.86 
18.70 - 1.64 
4.25 - 4.03 
5.55 - 3.18 





14.80 - 1.36 
16.55 - 1.71 
18.20 - 2.05 
20.35 - 1.93 
5.15 - 3.00 





15.40 - 1.14 
18,20 - 1.34 
Table Continued 
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4.25 - 2.16 
5.60 - 2.16 
7.05 - 1.73 




14,95 - 0.43 
17.75 - 0.43 
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W e v 1 0 2 w" P , -P X  4> e 
5.05 - 2.10 
6.40 - 1.07 







5.15 - 1.50 







20.10 - 0.02 
4,55 - 1.11 
7.50 - 0.76 






5.10 - 0.99 
7.25 - 0.99 








5 x 10" 
10 -3 
4 x 10 - 3 
Table 8» Control Volume Location Coefficient (K-,) 
Knudsen 
Number 10"4 5 x 10~4 10~ 3 4 x 10~3 
Mach 
Number 1 
0,5 i 0.886 0.927 0.852 0.850 
0.8 0.832 0.824 0.911 0.878 
1.94 0.954 0.805 0.869 0.984 
Table 9. Pressure Force Coefficient at Attachment (K«) 
Knudsen 
Number 1G~4 5 x 10~4 
-1 
10 J 4 x 1Q"3 
Mach 
Number 
0.5 1.08 1.93 1.85 1,98 
0« 8 X » «5«t 1.98 1.22 1.38 
1.94 2.64 2.46 1,85 1.63 
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Unattached Jet Experimental Data 
•aaamaaaaMaa&^awsgimT^ft^ 
The actual model pressure settings and the impact pressure 
measurements obtained for the unattached jet experiments are presented 
in the following tables. Pressure values expressed in millimeters of 
mercury represent absolute pressurest and values expressed in milli-
meters of oil are differential pressures representing the difference 
between the measured impact pressure and the model ambient pressure. 
Specific gravity of the manometer oil was 1.04, and measurements were 
taken from manometers inclined at 30° to the horizontal* The effec-
tive specific gravity of the oil that should be used in any conversion 
of the differential pressures is then 0«52« 
Figures 37 through 48 represent the centerline velocity data 
and the assumed straight line variations of the centerline velocities 
utilized in the calculations of values of iU. 
Table 10* Actual Flow Pressure Settings, Unattached Jet* 
Knudsen 
Number 1G~"4 5 x 10""4 10~ J 4 x 1Q~3 
Mach 
Number 
0 .5 109.0 21.9 11.56 3 .1 
90.8 18 .3 9.5 2 .6 
0 .8 128.7 26.2 13.2 3 .3 
85.6 17 .3 8.6 2.2 
1.94 389.0 76.6 41.2 10 .1 
54.7 10 .8 5.7 1.4 
2 .71 916.0 185,2 92.4 24.0 
38 .3 8.0 4 .0 1.0 
<Upper va lues denote n o z z l e supply p r e s s u r e (mm of Mercury). 
Lower v a l u e s denote model ambient p r e s s u r e (mm of Mercury). 
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Table 12. Unattached Jet Impact Pressure Measurements9 M =0.5,1^=5x10* 










P t - P e (mm o i l ) 
3.0 0.75 0 .61 0 . 38 0 
- 0.50 0.36 27 
































- 0.35 0* 82 21 
- 0.75 1.22 9 
- 1.8 d£ ft X / 1 
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Table 13 . Unattached J e t Impact P re s su re Measurements, M =0.5> Kn*10 
0 
-3 












P ~Pe (ram oil) 
2.8 . 0.90 0.85 0. 36 0 
- 0.55 0.50 2 
















































Table 14. Unattached J e t Impact Pressure Measurements, M^-Q.5* 
V •AadO"3 
\t 









£* w P t -P e (mm o i l ) 
2 .3 - 0.90 0.87 0.40 0 





0.35 0 11 
0.45 0.10 10 
0.75 0.40 2 
1.10 0,75 0 
6.95 - 0.70 0.94 0.50 0 
0 0.24 7.5 
0,40 0.16 8 
0.65 0.41 3,5 
0.90 0.66 0,5 
1.15 0,91 0 
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Page missing from thesis 
lab le 18. Unattached J e t Impact P res su re Measurements, Mo*0.8„ 
Kn=4xl0~
3 





2L L « 
«» 
£* P -Po (mm oil) 
w w" w w £ c * 
2.20 . 0,90 0.90 0.50 1 
- 0.55 0.55 2 
- 0.45 0.45 8 





0.55 0.23 17 
0.75 0.43 6 
1.05 0.73 0 
7.25 — 0.95 1.20 0.58 0 
- 0.40 0.65 2 
0 0.25 19 
0.10 0.15 23 
0.50 0.25 19 
0.80 0.55 8 
1.20 0.95 0 
















Table 19 . Unattached J e t Impact P ressure Measurements, M =l*94 s ^ = 1 0 
P o s i t i o n Develop ed Impact 
Region 
Width 







P (mm Mercury) 













11.50 _ 1,50 2.00 1 . 76 60 



































Table 20. Unattached J e t Impact P ressu re Measurements, M^s=l,94s 
V •5x10-4 
P o s i t i o n Developed Impact 
Region 
Width 










P (mm Mercury) 
3.30 • D 0.70 0.56 0.43 11.4 












11.40 — 1.40 2.02 2.22 15.3 



































Table 2 1 . Unattached J e t Impact P ressu re Measurements, M «1 .94 , K n
= 1 0 
IB—MHrnf "f"1 T " r " t " " l l ' rr i""""<ll'i«l""llll" ,»l ^"ilt i jW l W I» n mi » " " " m r ' " < ' l " f* " t l l " l l l " 1 i " n » — i | " r i n i i | ' i n n i - i •iitrilnin—i.iiiirumMIH Iffllliimiliin limn] IK,*»^nitt&*nrv^mA**eir*^,'m,m,,m^«r,,-tmi*wm 
P o s i t i o n Developed Impact 
Region Pressure 
Width Measurement 
« X L «L P (mm M e r c u r y ) 
w w w w t 








Am J ' #• -J 
25.0 
28,9 
0,75 0.29 10,6 
1.05 0.59 6.4 
11.40 - 1.40 1.93 2.27 9.2 
- 1.10 1.63 11.2 
- 0.65 1.18 13.4 
- 0.30 0.83 14.3 
0.15 0,38 16,2 
0.60 0.07 17.8 
1.20 0,67 15.4 
1.80 1.27. 13*0 















Table 22, Unattached Jet Impact Pressure Measurements„ M0=1.94s 
K =4xlQ-3 
El 




P ressu re 
jX 
w 




P.-Pa (mm o i l ) t *-
3,15 0.60 0.56 0. 42 0 

















12.65 — 1.50 2,23 X. 35 0 







































Table 23. Unattached Jet Impact Pressure Measurements, M0=*2,718 K^*
1^ 
Position Developed Impact 
Region Pressure 
Width Measurement 
v E £* 
dm tS, i P. (mm Mercury) 
w w w t 
11.70 - 1,80 2.16 1,50 41.9 
- 1,10 1.46 55.9 
- 0,60 0.42 166.9 
0 0.36 266.9 
0.75 0.39 246*9 
1.15 0.79 186.9 
1,65 1,29 81.9 








Table 24. Unattached J e t Impact P ressure Measurements * M0=2,71„ 
K„=5x10-4 Ko=5xl0 








P. (mm Mercury) 
2.80 . 0.60 0,32 0 . 30 11.4 


















10,60 « 1.60 1.85 1 . 18 9 . 0 
- 1.30 1.55 9 . 6 
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10 * 5 x 10" 
-4 -1 10 J 4 x 1Q~3 
Number 
0,5 4.5 5*75 7,7 5.05 
0.8 4.8 5.00 7.5 7.5 
1.94 5,8 6.8 6.4 6.0 
Table 28. Centerline Velocity Decay Constant (m) 
Knudsen 
10"3 4 x 10"3 Number 10~4 5 x 10" -4 
Mach ^ 
Number 
0,5 2.31 1.85 1.15 3.00 
0.8 3.21 3.00 1.85 2.06 
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Calculation of Jet Velocities 
tmmmmmmmmmmmamimmmammmmutmmnmiiita^Mii»mmmm«iimmmmnmmmiimm 
Calculation of the velocity from the impact pressure at one 
location in a subsonic jet is illustrated with the following data; 
measured impact pressure = 3.2 mm of mercury 
Pe
 s 2,2 mi of mercury 
The pressure ratio is: 
P 
e 2.2 
P7 " rr 
* 0.688 
From i s e n t r o p i c flow t a b l e s for the p r e s s u r e r a t i o of 0,688 the 
fol lowing r e l a t i o n s h i p s are determined; 
M = 0.75 
— « 0.899 
Tfc 
From the definition of speed of sound and Mach number; 
= /VKT . M - S 
For all experiments Tt = 537 °R where R denotes degrees Rankine. The 
speed of sound may be determined from the last two relations with 
f t*-» 1 h ¥ 
Y - 1«4 and R = 53• 3 'y*-"~rr for air and the gravitational constant 
1 bin— R 
i *.~ >>o o f t — I b f equal to 32,2 •-—-——«• . 
I b f - s e c 
a..« VuH^WioT^WO^TToT^ 
a « 1077 fps 
u = Ma 
* 0.75 (1077) 
ZZLjS ĵEii 
Calcu la t ion of the v e l o c i t y from the impact p r e s s u r e a t one 
l o c a t i o n in a superson ic j e t i s i l l u s t r a t e d wi th t h e fol lowing d a t a : 
measured impact p r e s su re = 335 mm of mercury 
P e = 54,7 mm of mercury 
The fol lowing p res su re r a t i o i s c a l c u l a t e d : 
measured impact p r e s s u r e 
-JJ =s OsJ-Z 
e 
From isentropic flow tables and normal shock tables the following 
information is determined: 
M - 2.10 
~r - 0.531 
T t 
As in the previous paragraphs the speed of sound is calculated: 
a - 828 fps 
u « Ma 
= 2.10(828) 
T^T740~ 
Calcu la t ion of K' 
The c a l c u l a t i o n procedure for de te rmin ing the va lues of K^ i s 
i l l u s t r a t e d for the case of M » 0 .5 and Kn = 10 . For the geometry 
hi of the a t tachment model and the value *•*- • 8.45 from Table 3 g equa t ions 
( 7 ) , ( 8 ) , and (9) may be w r i t t e n : 
A - L - / 6 9 . 1 + [£ - 3.47 






a tan 8,32 
r - 3.47 
6 
The value of «•* is easily plotted as a function of U in Figure 50 from 
the results of the computer program and conservation of momentum 
considerations for this flow condition. Utilizing the equations above, 
5 
the graph of — „ and the straight line centerline velocity graph for 
w 
this flow condition, the following trial and error solution for £. 
w 
6 A 
was conducted with the condition that — must equal — at the 
















0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 
Dimensionless Centerline Velocitys U 
1.0 













15.00 0.76 35.8 0.624 9.37 0.835 0.680 
14.50 0,69 37.0° 0.646 9.36 0.836 0.679 
14.40 0.67 37.2° 0.650 9.36 0,836 0.679 
14.45 0,68 37.2° 0.650 9.36 0.836 0,679 
The stagnation pressure on the discriminatory streamline 
at the attachment point must be determined. The attachment point 
£* value of -£. i s determined by interpolat ion from the computer solution of w 
Appendix B for the value of U = 0.836: 
r* 
- = 0.983 w 
6 
and for — * 0,679 we may calculate 
w 
i = 0.850 
e* 
The diroensionless veloci ty on the discriminating streamline i s cal-
culated from equation (14). 
u^ ^ -0.6931(0.850}2 
u c 
- 0.606 
Centerline velocity is calculated from isentropic nozzle relations 
for M n * 0.5 and T - 77°F and the value of U - 0.836 o t 
u = 473 fps 
144 
Velocity along the discriminating streamline ise therefore J 
u = 287 fps 
From isentropic flow relations the Mach number on the stagnation 
streamline is determined to be 0,26 for which the stagnation pressure 
on the discriminating streamline is determined ass 
ps 
— = 1.05 
ro 
The other important analyt ical propert ies to be used in equation 
(11) may be determined using the value of K. which was determined to 
be 0,880 for the model geometry of th is inves t igat ion. 
w 1 w 
i * - 7.44 
w 
L" 




a - 0.581 radians 
w - 8.4 
U* - 0.925 





Interpolation within the results of the computer program of 
Appendix B using the values of U**and — above the value of J-. may be 
5*' 
determined as: 
J± ~ 0,91 
Equations (6) and (11) are solved simultaneously by eliminating 
P. r 1 




Values of K for 12 of the flow cond i t ions of t h i s s tudy are 
p resen ted in Figure 3 1 , 
APPENDIX E 
EQUIPMENT CAPABILITIES 
nimiii Uni iim i HI iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iniiiiiiiiiiiiBiniMiniriiiniinwiiiiamiirrTnri . . . . 
The equipment utilized in this investigation and sketched in 
Figure 12 is capable of producing a much wider range of flow conditions 
than utilized in the experiments. The limiting flow capabilities of 
the equipment are determined by the maximum and minimum pressures 
achievable in the wall attachment model and the volume flowrate 
capacity of the vacuum pump presented in Figure 51. 
The maximum model pressure is approximately atmospheric pressure 
because the model was designed to utilize an internal vacuum to assist 
in holding the assembly together, and it could easily be blown apart 
under internal pressures greater than atmospheric. The minimum model 
pressure achieved in tests subsequent to the experiments was 0,10 mm 
of mercury. The primary reason that the pressure was not reduced 
further is believed to be that moisture condenses within the equipment 
when it is brought up to atmospheric pressure after an experiment is 
completed. The next time the model is evacuated the condensed 
moisture continues to boil away for very long periods of time and 
thereby prevents pressures much lower than 0.10 mm of mercury from 
being achieved. Leakage rates have been determined to be very low and 
could not be responsible for the limiting minimum pressure. Lower 















10 1 10 
Pressure in mm Mercury Absolute 
10 760 
Figure 51* Beach-Russ Model 1000 RP Typical 
Pumping Speed Curve 
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where the equipment .could be isolated from the vacuum pump, and the 
equipment could be.continuously held under vacuum and thus prevent 
moisture condensation. 
The envelope of equipment capabilities is presented in Figure 
52 for the nozzle exit width and total air temperature of this in-
vestigation. The envelope of the jet attachment experiments is also 
presented in this figure as a dashed line for comparison purposes, 
Experiment limits were determined by the limits of previous investi-
gations and the capabilities of available pressure sensing instrumen-
tation. 
' 1 Limits of Equipment 
^ 




ICf6 10 5 10 -4 10 -3 10 -2 10 -1 
Knudsen Number, K 
Figure 52* Envelope of Equipment Capabilities 
( T ^537°RS w=0.20inch ) 
APPENDIX F 
EXPERIMENTAL ERRORS 
The results of this investigation were subject to errors from 
three primary sources; limitations of measurement equipment, the 
calculations used to transform the data into in terpre table results,, and 
the influence of uncontrolled variables in the experiments. The most 
difficult type of error to analyze is that caused by uncontrolled 
variables which include the accumulation of contaminants in the mano-
meters , the very small leaks associated with periodic disassembly of 
the model, the errors associated with visual data taking, and the 
slight drift of barometric pressure during the experiments which re-
sulted in errors in the absolute pressure manometer readings* Accurate 
estimates of this type of error are not readily available, but wherever 
possible the errors were minimized by careful model assembly and data 
collection, 
Estimates of the order of magnitude of errors caused by equip-
ment limitations could be made from examinations of instrument 
resolution and previous studies of errors in measurement equipment. 
With the exception of the 1/32 inch probe used for nozzle exit impact 
pressure measurements, the impact pressure probes were designed to 
provide less than one percent error in measurements of the maximum 
impact pressure in any experiment. Reference (17) shows that the 
accuracy of the probe measurements decreases with reduction in 
151 
Reynolds number based on probe diameter. For th is reason experimental 
e r ro r s , a re larger in the outer edges of the j e t s than in the middle of 
the j e t . The maximum possible probe er ror in u/u c a t £/£* = 1.0 in 
the core region i s estimated to be 25% for the lowest value of Re 
encountered in the experiments, 
Mercury manometers open to the atmosphere were used for measure-
ment of absolute pressures* The accuracy of the measurements was 
determined by the resolution of the barometer used to correct the data 
to be within 0,1 mm of mercury. Different ial pressures between the 
probes and the model were measured with inclined and ve r t i ca l o i l f i l l ed 
manometers. Inclined manometer resolution was approximately 0,04 mm 
of mercurys and ve r t i ca l manometer resolut ion u t i l i z i n g a telescopic 
cathetometer was approximately 0,004 mm of mercury. The accuracy of 
the majority of s t a t i c pressure measurements was dependent on the o i l 
manometer resolut ions while the impact pressure accuracy was dependent 
on the mercury manometer accuracy, 
Je t ve loc i t i e s were calculated with pressure ra t ios obtained by 
measurement and i sent ropic flow re la t ions , Mach numbers were determined 
to two decimal place accuracy. The nature of the isentropic flow r e -
la t ions i s to reduce the error from inaccurate pressure ra t ios in 
calculat ing the Mach number and the temperature and thus to reduce the 
measurement e r ror in calculated v e l o c i t i e s . The effects of shock, waves 
in supersonic j e t s was to introduce errors in calculat ions of velocity 
due to the assumption that s t a t i c pressure was uniform within the 
unattached j e t s , 
152 
Probe position errors were estimated to be less than 0,01 inch 
in Chapter IV. Jet attachment locations on the adjacent wall were 
subject to the errors of probe position measurements and errors caused 
by some tangling of the fibers on the wall* To minimize this errort 
the fibers were replaced with new ones each time the model was dis-
assembled. The attachment point location error is estimated to be 
less than 0,05 inch or 0.25 w. 
153 
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